
“Digital Control System”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction

Discrete-Time Systems And The Z-Transform

Sampling And Reconstruction

Topic : Introduction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Background

 Digital signals

 Historical digital systems

Definition/Overview:

A Discrete System or Discrete-Time System: as opposed to a continuous-time system, is one in

which the signals are sampled periodically. It is usually used to connote an analog sampled

system, rather than a digital sampled system, which uses quantized values. A discrete signal or

discrete-time signal is a time series, perhaps a signal that has been sampled from a continuous-

time signal.
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Key Points:

1. Background

A digital system uses discrete (discontinuous) values, usually but not always symbolized

numerically (hence called "digital") to represent information for input, processing, transmission,

storage, etc. By contrast, non-digital (or analog) systems use a continuous range of values to

represent information. Although digital representations are discrete, the information represented

can be either discrete, such as numbers, letters or icons, or continuous, such as sounds, images,

and other measurements of continuous systems. A discrete system or discrete-time system, as

opposed to a continuous-time system, is one in which the signals are sampled periodically. It is

usually used to connote an analog sampled system, rather than a digital sampled system, which

uses quantized values. A discrete signal or discrete-time signal is a time series, perhaps a signal

that has been sampled from a continuous-time signal. Unlike a continuous-time signal, a

discrete-time signal is not a function of a continuous-time argument, but is a sequence of

quantities; that is, a function over a domain of discrete integers. Each value in the sequence is

called a sample. When a discrete-time signal is a sequence corresponding to uniformly space

times, it has an associated sampling rate; the sampling rate is not apparent in the data sequence,

so may be associated as a separate data item.

2. Digital signals

A digital signal is a discrete-time signal that takes on only a discrete set of values. It typically

derives from a discrete signal that has been quantized.

Common practical digital signals are represented as 8-bit (256 levels), 16-bit (65,536 levels), 32-

bit (4.3 billion levels), and so on, though any number of quantization levels is possible, not just

powers of two.
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3. Historical digital systems

Although digital signals are generally associated with the binary electronic digital systems used

in modern electronics and computing, digital systems are actually ancient, and need not be binary

or electronic. Written text in books (due to the limited character set and the use of discrete

symbols - the alphabet in most cases)

An abacus was created sometime between 1,000 BC and 500 BC , it later become a form of

calculation frequency, nowadays it can be used as a very advanced, yet basic digital calculator

that uses beads on rows to represent numbers. Beads only have meaning in discrete up and down

states, not in analog in-between states.

A beacon is perhaps the simplest non-electronic digital signal, with just two states (on and off).

In particular, smoke signals are one of the oldest examples of a digital signal, where an analog

"carrier" (smoke) is modulated with a blanket to generate a digital signal (puffs) that conveys

information. DNA comprises a long sequence of four digits (denoted A, C, G, and T), effectively

a base-four numeral system. Each of these digits is an organic molecule, known as a nucleotide.

DNA is the major system of information transfer from one biological generation to another.

Morse code uses six digital statesdot, dash, intra-character gap (between each dot or dash), short

gap (between each letter), medium gap (between words), and long gap (between sentences)to

send messages via a variety of potential carriers such as electricity or light, for example using an

electrical telegraph or a flashing light. The Braille system was the first binary format for

character encoding, using a six-bit code rendered as dot patterns. Flag semaphore uses rods or

flags held in particular positions to send messages to the receiver watching them some distance

away. International maritime signal flags have distinctive markings that represent letters of the
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alphabet to allow ships to send messages to each other. More recently invented, a modem

modulates an analog "carrier" signal (such as sound) to encode binary electrical digital

information, as a series of binary digital sound pulses. A slightly earlier, surprisingly reliable

version of the same concept was to bundle a sequence of audio digital "signal" and "no signal"

information (i.e. "sound" and "silence") on magnetic cassette tape for use with early home

computers.

Topic : Discrete-Time Systems And The Z-Transform

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Z-transform

 Bilateral Z-transform

 Unilateral Z-transform

 Geophysical Definition

 Inverse Z-transform

 Relationship to Laplace

 Relationship to Fourier

 Linear constant-coefficient difference equation

Definition/Overview:

The Z-transform: like many other integral transforms, can be defined as either a one-sided or

two-sided transform.
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Key Points:

1. Z-transform

In mathematics and signal processing, the Z-transform converts a discrete time-domain signal,

which is a sequence of real or complex numbers, into a complex frequency-domain

representation. It is like a discrete equivalent of the Laplace Transform. This similarity is

explored in the theory of time scale calculus. The Z-transform and advanced Z-transform were

introduced (under the Z-transform name) by E. I. Jury in 1958 in Sampled-Data Control Systems

(John Wiley & Sons). The idea contained within the Z-transform was previously known as the

"generating function method".

2. Bilateral Z-transform

The bilateral or two-sided Z-transform of a discrete-time signal x[n] is the function X(z) defined

as

where n is an integer and z is, in general, a complex number:

z = Aejφ where A is the magnitude of z, and φ is the complex argument (also referred to as angle

or phase) in radians.
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3. Unilateral Z-transform

Alternatively, in cases where x[n] is defined only for n ≥ 0, the single-sided or unilateral Z-

transform is defined as

In signal processing, this definition is used when the signal is causal. An important example of

the unilateral Z-transform is the probability-generating function, where the component x[n] is the

probability that a discrete random variable takes the value n, and the function X(z) is usually

written as X(s), in terms of s = z − 1. The properties of Z-transforms (below) have useful

interpretations in the context of probability theory.

4. Geophysical Definition

In geophysics, the usual definition for the Z-transform is a polynomial in z as opposed to z − 1.

This convention is used by Robinson and Treitel and by Kanasewich. The geophysical definition

is

The two definitions are equivalent; however, the difference results in a number of changes. For

example, the location of zeros and poles move from inside the unit circle, using one definition, to

outside the unit circle, using the other definition (and vise versa). Thus, care is required to note

which definition is being used by a particular author.
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5. Inverse Z-transform

The inverse Z-transform is

where is a counterclockwise closed path encircling the origin and entirely in the region of

convergence (ROC). The contour or path, , must encircle all of the poles of . A special

case of this contour integral occurs when is the unit circle (and can be used when the ROC

includes the unit circle). The inverse Z-transform simplifies to the inverse discrete-time Fourier

transform:

.

The Z-transform with a finite range of n and a finite number of uniformly-spaced z values can be

computed efficiently via Bluestein's FFT algorithm. The discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT)

(not to be confused with the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)) is a special case of such a Z-

transform obtained by restricting z to lie on the unit circle.

6. Region of convergence

The region of convergence (ROC) is the set of points in the complex plane for which the Z-

transform summation converges.
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7. Relationship to Laplace

The bilateral Z-transform is simply the two-sided Laplace transform of the ideal sampled

function where is the continuous-time function being sampled, the nth sample, is the sampling

period, and with the substitution Likewise the unilateral Z-transform is simply the one-sided

Laplace transform of the ideal sampled function. Both assume that the sampled function is zero

for all negative time indices. The Bilinear transform is a useful approximation for converting

continuous time filters (represented in Laplace space) into discrete time filters (represented in z

space), and vice versa. To do this, you can use the following substitutions in H(s) or H(z) from

Laplace to z (Tustin transformation); from z to Laplace.

8. Relationship to Fourier

The Z-transform is a generalization of the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT). The DTFT

can be found by evaluating the Z-transform at or, in other words, evaluated on the unit circle. In

order to determine the frequency response of the system the Z-transform must be evaluated on

the unit circle, meaning that the system's region of convergence must contain the unit circle.

Otherwise, the DTFT of the system does not exist.

9. Linear constant-coefficient difference equation

The linear constant-coefficient difference (LCCD) equation is a representation for a linear

system based on the autoregressive moving-average equation. Both sides of the above equation

can be divided by , if it is not zero, normalizing and the LCCD equation can be written. This

form of the LCCD equation is favorable to make it more explicit that the "current" output is a

function of past outputs , current input , and previous inputs .
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Example/Case Study:

Example 1 (No ROC)

Let . Expanding on the interval it becomes

Looking at the sum

There are no such values of that satisfy this condition.

Example 2 (causal ROC)

Let (where u is the Heaviside step function). Expanding on the interval

it becomes

Looking at the sum

The last equality arises from the infinite geometric series and the equality only holds if

which can be rewritten in terms of as. Thus, the ROC is . In this

case the ROC is the complex plane with a disc of radius 0.5 at the origin "punched out".

Example 3 (anticausal ROC)
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Let (where u is the Heaviside step function). Expanding on the interval it

becomes

Looking at the sum

Using the infinite geometric series, again, the equality only holds if which can be

rewritten in terms of as . Thus, the ROC is . In this case the ROC is a

disc centered at the origin and of radius 0.5.

What differentiates this example from the previous example is only the ROC. This is intentional

to demonstrate that the transform result alone is insufficient.

Examples conclusion

Examples 2 & 3 clearly show that the Z-transform of is unique when and only when

specifying the ROC. Creating the pole-zero plot for the causal and anticausal case show that the

ROC for either case does not include the pole that is at 0.5. This extends to cases with multiple

poles: the ROC will never contain poles.

In example 2, the causal system yields an ROC that includes while the anticausal

system in example 3 yields an ROC that includes .

Topic : Sampling And Reconstruction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Background

 Discrete Time Sinusoids

 Signal sampling

 Time and space domains

Definition/Overview:

Discrete Frequency: is defined as the frequency with which the samples of a discrete sinusoid

occur.

Key Points:

1. Background

Discrete Frequency is defined as the frequency with which the samples of a discrete sinusoid

occur. Just as in its continuous-time counterpart, the discrete time signal has a time axis,

conventionally denoted by n. The time variable n, however, has a constraint that its continuous

time clone does not. The variable n can take on only discrete integral values, and thus is not a

continuous variable.

2. Discrete Time Sinusoids

Discrete time sinusoids are characterized by the mathematical relationship between amplitude

and the discrete number n, as:
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Here, f is termed the discrete frequency of the sinusoid. w is the angular frequency. The

frequency f has the dimensions of cycles per sample. This fact can relate to its continuous time

counterpart by considering sample as the unit of the 'time' axis n, instead of seconds in time axis

t, as is done in continuous time.

[Fig: Sampling & Discrete Frequencies]

The apparent problem in this regards is the fact that the highest oscillation in discrete time occurs

when frequency is 0.5 or -0.5. How then can discrete time systems be used (and are being used)

to process even the lowest frequencies like audio, let alone work with satellite communication

receivers at frequencies in the GHz (1,000,000,000 Hz) range? The answer to the question lies in

visualizing the concept of discrete time as a physical phenomenon and not just a mathematical

constraint. The 'time' operator n is not to be visualized as a discrete number that can take on

values in seconds, but as a number that can take discrete values in any time unit: seconds,

milliseconds, microseconds, nanoseconds, picoseconds etc. Thus it can be understood how

discrete waveforms can attain higher frequency.

3. Signal sampling

With the increasing use of computers the usage of and need for digital signal processing has

increased. In order to use an analog signal on a computer it must be digitized with an analog to

digital converter (ADC). Sampling is usually carried out in two stages, discretization and

quantization. In the discretization stage, the space of signals is partitioned into equivalence

classes and quantization is carried out by replacing the signal with representative signal of the

corresponding equivalence class. In the quantization stage the representative signal values are

approximated by values from a finite set.
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In order for a sampled analog signal to be exactly reconstructed, the Nyquist-Shannon sampling

theorem must be satisfied. This theorem states that the sampling frequency must be greater than

twice the bandwidth of the signal. In practice, the sampling frequency is often significantly more

than twice the required bandwidth. The most common bandwidth scenarios are: DC - BWx

(baseband); and Fc +/-BWx, a frequency band centered on a carrier frequency ("direct

demodulation").

A digital to analog converter (DAC) is used to convert the digital signal back to analog. The use

of a digital computer is a key ingredient in digital control systems.

4. Time and space domains

The most common processing approach in the time or space domain is enhancement of the input

signal through a method called filtering. Filtering generally consists of some transformation of a

number of surrounding samples around the current sample of the input or output signal. There

are various ways to characterize filters

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Open-Loop Discrete-Time Systems

Closed-Loop Systems

System Time-Response Characteristics

Topic : Open-Loop Discrete-Time
Systems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Introduction
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 An Open-Loop Controller

Definition/Overview:

An Open-Loop Controller: also called a non-feedback controller, is a type of controller which

computes its input into a system using only the current state and its model of the system.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

An open-loop controller, also called a non-feedback controller, is a type of controller which

computes its input into a system using only the current state and its model of the system. A

characteristic of the open-loop controller is that it does not use feedback to determine if its input

has achieved the desired goal. This means that the system does not observe the output of the

processes that it is controlling. Consequently, a true open-loop system can not engage in

machine learning and also cannot correct any errors that it could make. It also may not

compensate for disturbances in the system. For example, an irrigation sprinkler system,

programmed to turn on at set times could be an example of an open-loop system if it does not

measure soil moisture as a form of feedback. Even if rain is pouring down on the lawn, the

sprinkler system would activate on schedule, wasting water.

Open-loop control is useful for well-defined systems where the relationship between input and

the resultant state can be modeled by a mathematical formula. For example determining the
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voltage to be fed to an electric motor that drives a constant load, in order to achieve a desired

speed would be a good application of open-loop control. If the load were not predictable, on the

other hand, the motor's speed might vary as a function of the load as well as of the voltage, and

an open-loop controller would therefore not be sufficient to ensure repeatable control of the

velocity.

An open-loop controller is often used in simple processes because of its simplicity and low-cost,

especially in systems where feedback is not critical. A typical example would be a conventional

washing machine, for which the length of machine wash time is entirely dependent on the

judgment and estimation of the human operator. Generally, to obtain a more accurate or more

adaptive control, it is necessary to feed the output of the system back to the inputs of the

controller. This type of system is called a closed-loop system.

2. An Open-Loop Controller

An open-loop controller, also called a non-feedback controller, is a type of controller which

computes its input into a system using only the current state and its model of the system.

A characteristic of the open-loop controller is that it does not use feedback to determine if its

input has achieved the desired goal. This means that the system does not observe the output of

the processes that it is controlling. Consequently, a true open-loop system can not engage in

machine learning and also cannot correct any errors that it could make. It also may not

compensate for disturbances in the system.

For example, an irrigation sprinkler system, programmed to turn on at set times could be an

example of an open-loop system if it does not measure soil moisture as a form of feedback.
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Even if rain is pouring down on the lawn, the sprinkler system would activate on schedule,

wasting water.

Open-loop control is useful for well-defined systems where the relationship between input and

the resultant state can be modeled by a mathematical formula. For example determining the

voltage to be fed to an electric motor that drives a constant load, in order to achieve a desired

speed would be a good application of open-loop control. If the load were not predictable, on the

other hand, the motor's speed might vary as a function of the load as well as of the voltage, and

an open-loop controller would therefore not be sufficient to ensure repeatable control of the

velocity.

An example of this is a conveyor system that is required to travel at a constant speed. For a

constant voltage, the conveyor will move at a different speed depending on the load on the

motor (represented here by the weight of objects on the conveyor). In order for the conveyor to

run at a constant speed, the voltage of the motor must be adjusted depending on the load. In this

case, a closed-loop control system would be necessary.

An open-loop controller is often used in simple processes because of its simplicity and low-cost,

especially in systems where feedback is not critical. A typical example would be a conventional

washing machine, for which the length of machine wash time is entirely dependent on the

judgment and estimation of the human operator. Generally, to obtain a more accurate or more

adaptive control, it is necessary to feed the output of the system back to the inputs of the

controller. This type of system is called a closed-loop system.
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Topic : Closed-Loop Systems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Concept of closed-loop transfer function

 Derivation of closed-loop transfer function

Definition/Overview:

A closed-loop transfer function: in control theory is a mathematical expression (algorithm)

describing the net result of the effects of a closed (feedback) loop on the input signal to the

circuits enclosed by the loop.

Key Points:

1. Concept

In a closed-loop control system, a sensor monitors the output (the vehicle's speed) and feeds the

data to a computer which continuously adjusts the control input (the throttle) as necessary to

keep the control error to a minimum (to maintain the desired speed). Feedback on how the

system is actually performing allows the controller (vehicle's on board computer) to dynamically

compensate for disturbances to the system, such as changes in slope of the ground or wind

speed. An ideal feedback control system cancels out all errors, effectively mitigating the effects

of any forces that may or may not arise during operation and producing a response in the system
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that perfectly matches the user's wishes. The closed-loop transfer function is measured at the

output. The output signal waveform can be calculated from the closed-loop transfer function and

the input signal waveform.

An example of a closed-loop transfer function is shown below:

The summing node and the G(s) and H(s) blocks can all be combined into one block, which

would have the following transfer function:

2. Derivation

Let's define an intermediate signal Z shown as follows:

Using this figure we can write

Topic : System Time-Response Characteristics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Transfer Function

 Real-time Systems
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Definition/Overview:

Response Time: In technology, response time is the time a system or functional unit takes to

react to a given input.

Key Points:

1. Transfer Function

A transfer function is a mathematical representation, in terms of spatial or temporal frequency,

of the relation between the input and output of a (linear time-invariant) system. With optical

imaging devices, for example, it is the Fourier transform of the point spread function (hence a

function of spatial frequency) i.e. the intensity distribution caused by a point object in the field

of view.

The transfer function is commonly used in the analysis of single-input single-output electronic

filters, for instance. It is mainly used in signal processing, communication theory, and control

theory. The term is often used exclusively to refer to linear, time-invariant systems (LTI), as

covered in this article. Most real systems have non-linear input/output characteristics, but many

systems, when operated within nominal parameters (not "over-driven") have behavior that is

close enough to linear that LTI system theory is an acceptable representation of the input/output

behavior. In its simplest form for continuous-time input signal x(t) and output y(t), the transfer

function is the linear mapping of the Laplace transform of the input, X(s), to the output Y(s)

2. Real-time Systems

In real-time systems the response time of a task or thread is defined as the time elapsed between

the dispatch (time when task is ready to execute) to the time when it finishes its job (one

dispatch). Response time is different from WCET which is the maximum time the task would

take if it were to execute without interference. It is also different from deadline which is the
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length of time during which the task's output would be valid in the context of the specific

system.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Stability Analysis Techniques

Digital Controller Design

Pole-Assignment Design And State Estimatio

Topic : Stability Analysis Techniques

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student would be able to:

 Define Stability Theory

 Learn about Numerical Stability

 Learn about Forward, backward, and mixed stability

 Learn about Stability of Fixed Points

 Define Root-Locus Technique

 Learn about the uses of Root Locus Technique

 Learn about the z-plane vs s-plane

 Learn about the Nyquist stability criterion

 Learn about phase margin
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Definition/Overview:

SISO: SISO is an acronym for single-input and single-output system. In control engineering

usually refers to a simple control system with one input and one output. In radio it is the use of

only one antenna both in the transmitter and receiver. SISO systems are typically less complex

than Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems. Usually, it is also easier to make order

of magnitude or trending predictions "on the fly" or "back of the envelope". MIMO systems

have too many interactions for most of us to trace through them quickly, thoroughly, and

effectively in our heads. Frequency domain techniques for analysis and controller design

dominate SISO control system theory. Bode, Nyquist, Nichols, and root locus are the usual tools

for SISO system analysis. Controllers can be designed through the polynomial design, root locus

design methods to name just 2 of the more popular. Often SISO controllers will be PI, PID, or

Lead-Lag.

Stability Theory: In mathematics, stability theory deals with the stability of solutions (or sets

of solutions) for differential equations and dynamical systems.

Root-Locus Technique: In control theory, the root locus is the locus of the poles and zeros of a

transfer function as the system gain K is varied on some interval. The root locus is a useful tool

for analyzing single input single output (SISO) linear dynamic systems. A system is stable if all

of its poles are in the left-hand side of the s-plane (for continuous systems) or inside the unit

circle of the z-plane (for discrete systems).

Key Points:

1. Numerical Stability

The relevant phenomenon is instability. Researchers are astonished when their calculations are

swamped by errors even though they can prove they are doing perfect math. Typically their
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computations would work, in the limit, if there were no round-off or truncation errors, but

depending on the specific computational method small errors can be magnified instead of

damped leading to enormous errors and the phenomenon called "instability". Sometimes a single

calculation can be achieved in several ways, all of which are algebraically equivalent in terms of

ideal real or complex numbers, but in practice when performed on digital computers yield

different results. Some calculations might damp out approximation errors that occur; others

might magnify such errors. Calculations that can be proven not to magnify approximation errors

are called numerically stable. One of the common tasks of numerical analysis is to try to select

algorithms which are robust that is to say, have good numerical stability among other desirable

properties.

2. Forward, backward, and mixed stability

There are different ways to formalize the concept of stability. The following definitions of

forward, backward, and mixed stability are often used in numerical linear algebra.

Consider the problem to be solved by the numerical algorithm as a function f mapping the data x

to the solution y. The result of the algorithm, say y*, will usually deviate from the "true"

solution y. The main causes of error are round-off error, truncation error and data error. The

forward error of the algorithm is the difference between the result and the solution; in this case,

Δy = y* − y. The backward error is the smallest Δx such that f(x + Δx) = y*; in other words, the

backward error tells us what problem the algorithm actually solved. The forward and backward

error are related by the condition number: the forward error is at most as big in magnitude as the

condition number multiplied by the magnitude of the backward error.

In many cases, it is more natural to consider the relative error

instead of the absolute error Δx.

The algorithm is said to be backward stable if the backward error is small for all inputs x. Of
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course, "small" is a relative term and its definition will depend on the context. Often, we want

the error to be of the same order as, or perhaps only a few orders of magnitude bigger than, the

unit round-off.

The usual definition of numerical stability uses a more general concept, called mixed stability,

which combines the forward error and the backward error. An algorithm is stable in this sense if

it solves a nearby problem approximately, i.e., if there exists a Δx such that both Δx is small and

f(x + Δx) − y* is small. Hence, a backward stable algorithm is always stable.

An algorithm is forward stable if its forward error divided by the condition number of the

problem is small. This means that an algorithm is forward stable if it has a forward error of

magnitude similar to some backward stable algorithm.

3. Stability of Fixed Points

3.1. Linear autonomous systems

The stability of fixed points of linear autonomous differential equations can be analyzed

using the eigenvalues of the corresponding linear transformation.

Given a linear vector field

in Rn then the null vector is

o asymptotically ω-stable if and only if for all eigenvalues λ of A: Re( λ) < 0

o asymptotically α-stable if and only if for all eigenvalues λ of A: Re( λ) > 0

o unstable if there exists one eigenvalue λ of A with Re( λ) > 0

The eigenvalues of a linear transformation are the roots of the characteristic polynomial
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of the corresponding matrix. A polynomial over 'R in one variable is called a Hurwitz

polynomial if the real part of all roots are negative. The Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion

is a necessary and sufficient condition for a polynomial to be a Hurwitz polynomial and

thus can be used to decide if the null vector for a given linear autonomous differential

equation is asymptotically ω-stable.

3.2. Non-linear autonomous systems

The stability of fixed points of non-linear autonomous differential equations can be

analyzed by linearisation of the system if the associated vector field is sufficiently

smooth.

Given a C1-vector field

in Rn with fixed point p and let J(F) denote the Jacobian matrix of F at point p, then p is

o asymptotically ω-stable if and only if for all eigenvalues λ of J(F) : Re( λ) < 0

o asymptotically α-stable if and only if for all eigenvalues λ of J(F) : Re( λ) > 0

3.3. Lyapunov function for general dynamical systems

In physical systems, it is often possible to use energy conservation laws to analyze the

stability of fixed points. A Lyapunov function is a generalization of this concept; the

existence of such a function can be used to prove the stability of a fixed point.

4. Uses of Root Locus Technique

In addition to determining the stability of the system, the root locus can be used to identify the
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damping ratio and natural frequency of a system. Where lines of constant damping ratio can be

drawn radially from the origin and lines of constant natural frequency can be drawn as arcs

whose center points coincide with the origin. By selecting a point along the root locus that

coincides with a desired damping ratio and natural frequency a gain can be calculated and

implemented in the controller.

5. z-plane vs s-plane

Root locus can also be computed in the z-plane, the discrete counterpart of the s-plane. An

equation (z = esT) maps continuous s-plane poles (not zeros) into the z-domain, where T is the

sample period. The stable, left half s-plane maps as the unit circle into the z-plane, with the s-

plane origin equating to z=1 (because e0 = 1). A diagonal line of constant damping in the s-plane

maps around a spiral from (1,0) in the z plane as it curves in toward the origin. Note also that the

Nyquist aliasing criteria is expressed graphically in the z-plane by the -x axis, where (wn * T =

pi). The line of constant damping just described spirals in indefinitely but in sampled data

systems, frequency content is aliased down to lower frequencies by integral multiples of the

Nyquist frequency. That is, the sampled response appears as a lower frequency and better

damped as well since the root in the z-plane maps equally well to the first loop of a different,

better damped spiral curve of constant damping. Many other interesting and relevant mapping

properties can be described, not least that z-plane controllers, having the property that they may

be directly implemented from the z-plane transfer function (zero/pole ratio of polynomials), can

be imagined graphically on a z-plane plot of the open loop transfer function, and immediately

analyzed utilizing root locus. Since root locus is a graphical angle technique, root locus rules

work the same in the z and s planes. The idea of a root locus can be applied to many systems

where a single parameter K is varied. For example, it is useful to sweep any system parameter

for which the exact value is uncertain, in order to determine its behavior.

6. Nyquist stability criterion

The Nyquist stability criterion, named after Harry Nyquist, provides a simple test for stability of

a closed-loop control system by examining the open-loop system's Nyquist plot. Stability of the
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closed-loop control system may be determined directly by computing the poles of the closed-

loop transfer function. In contrast, the Nyquist stability criterion allows stability to be

determined without computing the closed-loop poles.

The Nyquist Contour mapped through the open-loop transfer function F(s) yields a Nyquist plot

for F(s). By the Argument Principle, the number of clock-wise encirclements of the origin must

be the number of zeros of F(s) in the right-half complex plane minus the poles of F(s) in the

right-half complex plane. If we look at the contour's encirclements of -1 instead of the origin, we

find the difference between the number of poles and zeros in the right-half complex plane of 1 +

F(s). Recalling that the zeros of 1 + F(s) are the poles of the close-loop system, and noting that

the poles of 1 + F(s) are same as the poles of F(s), we now state. Given a Nyquist contour Γs, let

P be the number of poles of F(s) encircled by Γs, and Z be the number of zeros of F(s) encircled

by Γs -- therefore the number of poles of \mathcal{T}(s) enclosed by Γs. The resultant contour

in the F(s)-plane, ΓF(s) shall encircle (clock-wise) the point (-1 + j0) N times such that N = Z −

P. For stability of a system, we must have Z = 0 , ie. the number of closed loop poles in the right

half of the s-plane must be zero. Hence, the number of anticlockwise encirclements about − 1 +

j0 must be equal to P, the number of open loop poles in the right half plane.

7. Phase Margin

In electronic amplifiers, phase margin is the difference, measured in degrees, between the

phase of the amplifier's output signal and -360. In feedback amplifiers, the phase margin is

measured at the frequency at which the open loop voltage gain of the amplifier and the closed

loop voltage gain of the amplifier are equal.

Phase margin and its important companion concept, gain margin, are measures of stability in

closed loop dynamic [control] systems. Phase margin indicates relative stability, the tendency to

oscillate during its damped response to an input change such as a step function. Gain margin

indicates absolute stability and the degree to which the system will oscillate without limit given

any disturbance. The output signals of all amplifiers exhibit a time delay when compared to their

input signals. For the most part, the delay is caused by internal resistances, current limits and

capacitances within the amplifier. This delay causes a phase difference between the amplifier's

input and output signals. If there are enough stages in the amplifier, at some frequency, the
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output signal will lag behind the input signal by one wavelength. In this situation, the amplifier's

output signal will be in phase with its input signal though lagging behind it by 360, i.e., the

output will have a phase angle of 360. This lag is of great consequence in amplifiers that use

feedback. The reason: the amplifier will oscillate if the fed-back output signal is in phase with

the input signal at the frequency at which its open loop voltage gain equals its closed loop

voltage gain and the open loop voltage gain is one or greater. The oscillation will occur because

the fed-back output signal will then reinforce the input signal at that frequency. In conventional

operational amplifiers, the critical output phase angle is 180 because the output is fed back to

the input through an inverting input which adds an additional 180.

In practice, feedback amplifiers must be designed with phase margins substantially in excess of

0, even though amplifiers with phase margins of, say, 1 are theoretically stable. The reason is

that many practical factors can reduce the phase margin below the theoretical minimum. A

prime example is when the amplifier's output is connected to a capacitive load. Therefore,

operational amplifiers are usually compensated to achieve a minimum phase margin of 45 or so.

This means that at the frequency at which the open and closed loop gains meet, the phase angle

is -135. The calculation is: -135 - (-180) = 45. Often amplifiers are designed to achieve a typical

phase margin of 60 degrees. If the typical phase margin is around 60 degrees then the minimum

phase margin will typically be greater than 45 degrees. A phase margin of 60 degrees is also a

magic number because it allows for the fastest settling time when attempting to follow a voltage

step input (a Butterworth design). An amplifier with lower phase margin will ring[nb 1] for longer

and an amplifier with more phase margin will take a longer time to rise to the voltage step's final

level. A related measure is gain margin. While phase margin comes from the phase where the

loop gain equals one, the gain margin is based upon the gain where the phase equals -180

degrees.

Topic : Digital Controller Design

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Digital Controller Implementation

 Output Program

 Stability

Definition/Overview:

Digital Control: is a branch of control theory that uses digital computers to act as system

controllers. Depending on the requirements, a digital control system can take the form of a

microcontroller to an ASIC to a standard desktop computer. Since a digital computer is a

discrete system the Laplace transform is replaced with the Z-transform. Also since a digital

computer has finite precision extra care is needed to ensure the error in coefficients, A/D

conversion, D/A conversion, etc. are not producing undesired or unplanned effects.

Key Points:

1. Digital Controller Implementation

 A digital controller is usually cascaded with the plant in a feedback system. The rest of

the system can either be digital or analog.

 Typically, a digital controller requires:

 A/D conversion to convert analog inputs to machine readable (digital) format

 D/A conversion to convert digital outputs to a form that can be input to a plant (analog)

 A program that relates the outputs to the inputs
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2. Output Program

 Outputs from the digital controller are functions of current and past input samples, as

well as past output samples - this can be implemented by storing relevant values of input

and output in registers. The output can then be formed by a weighted sum of these stored

values.

 The programs can take numerous forms and perform many functions

 A digital filter for low-pass filtering (analog filters are preferred because digital filters

introduce more delay)

 A state space model of a system to act as a state observer

 A telemetry system

3. Stability

 Note that although a controller may be stable when implemented as an analog controller,

it could be unstable when implemented as a digital controller, due to a large sampling

interval. Thus the sample rate characterises the transient response and stability of the

compensated system, and must update the values at the controller input often enough so

as to not cause instability.

 Stability of digital control systems can be checked using a specific bilinear transform to

the Laplace domain, allowing the use of the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion. Jury

criterion is the appropriate tool to stability analysis for discrete time systems. This

bilinear transform is application specific, and can not be used to compare system

attributes such as transient responses in the s and z domains.

4. Symbol to digital conversion

 Since symbols (for example, alphanumeric characters) are not continuous, representing

symbols digitally is rather simpler than conversion of continuous or analog information
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to digital. Instead of sampling and quantization as in analog-to-digital conversion, such

techniques as polling and encoding are used.

 A symbol input device usually consists of a number of switches that are polled at regular

intervals to see which switches are pressed.

 Data will be lost if, within a single polling interval, two switches are pressed, or a switch

is pressed, released, and pressed again.

 This polling can be done by a specialized processor in the device to prevent burdening

the main CPU.

 When a new symbol has been entered, the device typically sends an interrupt to alert the

CPU to read it.

 For devices with only a few switches (such as the buttons on a joystick), the status of

each can be encoded as bits (usually 0 for released and 1 for pressed) in a single word.

 This is useful when combinations of key presses are meaningful, and is sometimes used

for passing the status of modifier keys on a keyboard (such as shift and control). But it

does not scale to support more keys than the number of bits in a single byte or word.

 Devices with many switches (such as a computer keyboard) usually arrange these

switches in a scan matrix, with the individual switches on the intersections of x and y

lines. When a switch is pressed, it connects the corresponding x and y lines together.

 Polling (often called scanning in this case) is done by activating each x line in sequence

and detecting which y lines then have a signal, thus which keys are pressed.

 When the keyboard processor detects that a key has changed state, it sends a signal to the

CPU indicating the scan code of the key and its new state. The symbol is then encoded,

or converted into a number; based on the status of modifier keys and the desired

character encoding.A custom encoding can be used for a specific application with no

loss of data.

 However, using a standard encoding such as ASCII is problematic if a symbol such as ''

needs to be converted but is not in the standard.
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Topic : Pole-Assignment Design And State Estimation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student would be able to:

 Explain the Transfer Function

 Learn about the Laplace Transform

 Learn about the s-Domain equivalent circuits and impedances

 Learn about the identification of Univariate Transfer Function

Definition/Overview:

Continuous-time Signal: A continuous signal or a continuous-time signal is a varying

quantity (a signal) that is expressed as a function of a real-valued domain, usually time. The

function of time need not be continuous. The signal is defined over a domain, which may or

may not be finite, and there is a functional mapping from the domain to the value of the signal.

The continuity of the time variable, in connection with the law of density of real numbers,

means that the signal value can be found at any arbitrary point in time. A

A typical example of an infinite duration signal is:

A finite duration counterpart of the above signal could be:

and f(t) = 0 otherwise.

The value of a finite (or infinite) duration signal may or may not be finite. For example,

and f(t) = 0 otherwise,

is a finite duration signal but it takes an infinite value for .
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In many disciplines, the convention is that a continuous signal must always have a finite value,

which makes more sense in the case of physical signals. For some purposes, infinite singularities

are acceptable as long as the signal is integrable over any finite interval (for example, the t − 1

signal is not integrable, but t − 2 is). Any analogue signal is continuous by nature. Discrete

signals, used in digital signal processing, can be obtained by sampling and quantization of

continuous signals. Continuous signal may also be defined over an independent variable other

than time. Another very common independent variable is space and is particularly useful in

image processing, where two space dimensions are used.

Transfer Function: A transfer function (also known as the network function) is a

mathematical representation, in terms of spatial or temporal frequency, of the relation between

the input and output of a (linear time-invariant) system. With optical imaging devices, for

example, it is the Fourier transform of the point spread function (hence a function of spatial

frequency) i.e. the intensity distribution caused by a point object in the field of view.

Key Points:

1. Explanation of Transfer Function

The transfer function is commonly used in the analysis of single-input single-output electronic

filters, for instance. It is mainly used in signal processing, communication theory, and control

theory. The term is often used exclusively to refer to linear, time-invariant systems (LTI), as

covered in this article. Most real systems have non-linear input/output characteristics, but many

systems, when operated within nominal parameters (not "over-driven") have behavior that is

close enough to linear that LTI system theory is an acceptable representation of the input/output

behavior. In its simplest form for continuous-time input signal x(t) and output y(t), the transfer

function is the linear mapping of the Laplace transform of the input, X(s), to the output Y(s):
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Y(s) = H(s)\;X(s)

or

H(s) = \frac{Y(s)}{X(s)} = \frac{ \mathcal{L}\left\{y(t)\right\} }{

\mathcal{L}\left\{x(t)\right\} }

where H(s) is the transfer function of the LTI system.

In discrete-time systems, the function is similarly written as H(z) = \frac{Y(z)}{X(z)} ad is

often referred to as the pulse-transfer function.

Direct derivation from differential equations

Consider an inhomogeneous linear differential equation with constant coefficients

L[u] = \frac{d^nu}{dt^n} + a_1\frac{d^{n-1}u}{dt^{n-1}} + \dots + a_{n-1}\frac{du}{dt} +

a_nu = r(t)
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where u and r are suitably smooth functions of t, and L is the operator defined on the relevant

function space, that transforms u into r. That kind of equations can be used to constrain the

output function u in terms of the forcing function r. The transfer function, written as an operator

F[r] = u, is the right inverse of L, since L[F[r]] = r.

Solutions of the homogeneous equation L[u] = 0 can be found by trying u = eλt. That

substitution yields the characteristic polynomial

p_L(\lambda) = \lambda^n + a_1\lambda^{n-1} + \dots + a_{n-1}\lambda + a_n\,

The inhomogeneous case can be easily solved if the input function r is also of the form r(t) = est.

In that case, by substituting u = H(s)est one finds that L[H(s)est] = est if and only if

H(s) = \frac{1}{p_L(s)}, \qquad p_L(s) \neq 0.

Taking that as the definition of the transfer function requires to carefully disambiguate between

complex vs. real values, which is traditionally influenced by the interpretation of abs(H(s)) as

the gain and -atan(H(s)) as the phase lag.

2. Laplace Transform

In mathematics, the Laplace transform is one of the best known and most widely used integral

transforms. It is commonly used to produce an easily solvable algebraic equation from an
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ordinary differential equation. It has many important applications in mathematics, physics,

optics, electrical engineering, control engineering, signal processing, and probability theory.

In mathematics, it is used for solving differential and integral equations. In physics, it is used for

analysis of linear time-invariant systems such as electrical circuits, harmonic oscillators, optical

devices, and mechanical systems. In this analysis, the Laplace transform is often interpreted as a

transformation from the time-domain, in which inputs and outputs are functions of time, to the

frequency-domain, where the same inputs and outputs are functions of complex angular

frequency, or radians per unit time. Given a simple mathematical or functional description of an

input or output to a system, the Laplace transform provides an alternative functional description

that often simplifies the process of analyzing the behavior of the system, or in synthesizing a

new system based

3. s-Domain equivalent circuits and impedances

The Laplace transform is often used in circuit analysis, and simple conversions to the s-Domain

of circuit elements can be made. Circuit elements can be transformed into impedances, very

similar to phasor impedances.

Note that the resistor is exactly the same in the time domain and the s-Domain. The sources are

put in if there are initial conditions on the circuit elements.

4. Identification of Univariate Transfer Function

A relationship between two variables under investigation may be linear or nonlinear. Sometimes

it is possible to transform a nonlinear relationship into a linear one by use of power

transformations.

We may identify nonlinearities by using half-slopes. First we partition the observations of a

scatter plot into three equal parts (each part consisting of approximately the same amount of
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observations). Then we compute the medians of each partition yielding a set of three pairs of

coordinates:

The half-slopes are computed by

whereas the half-slope ratio is

If this ratio is equal to 1, no transformation is required. On the other hand, if

Remark that if the ratio is negative, no power transformation can be used to linearize the

relationship.

The dependence between the input variable (c.q. the exogenous variable), and the output

variable (c.q. the endogenous variable) must not be restricted to linear models. Let us therefore

have a closer look at the so-called impulse response function (IRF). A simple example of an

IRF is

In order to have the transfer function allow only finite incremental changes in the output series

(if the input series undergoes a finite change), the model must be checked for stability.

is called the steady gain of the model. Note that this gain converges in stable models.

On using the more general (and parsimonious) formulation of the pure (c.q. without noise)

transfer function model
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This result can be used to obtain

Obviously a transfer function model depends on the parameters r, s, and b (c.q. TF(r,s,b)).

Hence, on using (V.II.1-8), for any TF(r,s,b) model the theoretical impulse-response function

can be obtained. A likewise procedure can be used to obtain the step impulse functions for any

TF(r,s,b) model.

If one is concerned with identifying a transfer function relationship between the input and output

variable, and if the input variable is not a white noise series, a prewhitening step should

precede the computation of a cross correlation function (CCF). In order to see this, consider the

identification of the impulse response function without prewhitening (c.q. when the input series

is not white noise).

If W(t), X(t), and N(t) are stationary series then the impulse response function

On assuming that the input variable, and N(t) are uncorrelated; and on taking expectations, the

covariance function is obtained

from which it can be seen that a relationship exists between the impulse-response function and

the covariance function. If however the input X(t) is not white noise, the cross covariance

function (and hence also the CCF) is distorted due to autocorrelation, since (V.II.1-10) becomes

where it is implicitly assumed that X(t) is uncorrelated with N(t); W(t), and X(t) are stationary

(though autocorrelated) time series with zero mean; and k = 0, 1, 2, ...

In order to compute the prewhitened cross correlation function (PCCF), we first filter the

stationary input variable X(t) through its univariate stochastic (ARIMA) model
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such that the white noise series (t) is obtained. Second, the stationary output series Y(t) is

transformed through the same filter

from which it can be deduced that

where in practice the estimated standard errors and correlation coefficients are used.

Thus, the PCCF can be used for transfer function identification purposes:

- the residual ACF and PACF (of the transfer function model) can be used for checking

purposes, and provides a mean to adapt inadequately identified models.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Linear Quadratic Optimal Control

Sampled-Data Transformation Of Analog Filters

Digital Filter Structures
Topic : Linear Quadratic Optimal Control

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student would be able to:

 Learn about Linear-quadratic Regulator

 Learn about Finite Horizon

 Learn about Infinite-horizon, continuous-time LQR

 Learn about Infinite-horizon, discrete-time LQR
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Definition/Overview:

Linear-quadratic Regulator: The theory of optimal control is concerned with operating a

dynamic system at minimum cost. The case where the system dynamics are described by a set of

linear differential equations and the cost is described by a quadratic functional is called the LQ

problem. One of the main results in the theory is that the solution is provided by the linear-

quadratic regulator (LQR), a feedback controller whose equations are given below. The LQR

is an important part of the solution to the LQG problem. Like the LQR problem itself the LQG

problem is one of the most fundamental problems in control theory.

Key Points:

1. Overview of LQR

In layman's terms this means that the settings of a (regulating) controller governing either a

machine or process (like an airplane or chemical reactor) are found by using a mathematical

algorithm that minimizes a cost function with weighting factors supplied by a human (engineer).

The "cost" (function) is often defined as a sum of the deviations of key measurements from their

desired values. In effect this algorithm therefore finds those controller settings that minimize the

undesired deviations, like deviations from desired altitude or process temperature. Often the

magnitude of the control action itself is included in this sum as to keep the energy expended by

the control action itself limited. In effect, the LQR algorithm takes care of the tedious work done

by the control systems engineer in optimizing the controller. However, the engineer still needs

to specify the weighting factors and compare the results with the specified design goals. Often

this means that controller synthesis will still be an iterative process where the engineer judges

the produced "optimal" controllers through simulation and then adjusts the weighting factors to

get a controller more in line with the specified design goals. The LQR algorithm is, at its core,

just an automated way of finding an appropriate state-feedback controller. And as such it is not

uncommon to find that control engineers prefer alternative methods like full state feedback (also
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known as pole placement) to find a controller over the use of the LQR algorithm. With these the

engineer has a much clearer linkage between adjusted parameters and the resulting changes in

controller behaviour. Difficulty in finding the right weighting factors limits the application of

the LQR based controller synthesis.

2. Finite Horizon

For a continuous-time linear system described by

For a continuous-time linear system described by

with a quadratic cost function defined as

the feedback control law that minimizes the value of the cost is

where K is given by

and P is found by solving the continuous time differential Riccati equation.

2.1. Infinite-horizon, continuous-time LQR

For a continuous-time linear system described by

with a cost functional defined as
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the feedback control law that minimizes the value of the cost is

where K is given by

and P is found by solving the continuous time algebraic Riccati equation

2.2. Infinite-horizon, discrete-time LQR

For a discrete-time linear system described by

with a performance index defined as

the optimal control sequence minimizing the performance index is given by

where

and P is the solution to the discrete time algebraic Riccati equation (DARE).
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Topic : Sampled-Data Transformation Of Analog Filters

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student would be able to:

 Learn about the Sampling and Sampling Theory

 Learn about the sampling process

 Learn about the Practical considerations

 Learn about the Quantization

 Learn about the Quantization and Data Compression

 Learn about the Components of Discrete-event simulation

 Learn about the Analysis Methods

Definition/Overview:

Sampled-data system: A sampled-data system is a control system where a continuous-time

plant (control theory) is controlled with a digital device. Under periodic sampling, the sampled-

data system is time-varying but also periodic, and thus it may be modeled by a simplified

discrete-time system obtained by discretizing the plant. However, this discrete model does not

capture the intersample behavior of the real system, which may be critical in a number of

applications. The analysis of sampled-data systems incorporating full time information leads to

new challenging control problems with a rich mathematical structure. Many of these problems

have been solved only very recently.
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Key Points:

1. Sampling and Sampling Theory

In signal processing, sampling is the reduction of a continuous signal to a discrete signal. A

common example is the conversion of a sound wave (a continuous-time signal) to a sequence of

samples (a discrete-time signal). A sample refers to a value or set of values at a point in time

and/or space. A sampler is a subsystem or operation that extracts samples from a continuous

signal. A theoretical ideal sampler produces samples equivalent to the instantaneous value of the

continuous signal at the desired points. For convenience, we will discuss signals which vary

with time. However, the same results can be applied to signals varying in space or in any other

dimension. Let x(t) be a continuous signal which is to be sampled, and that sampling is

performed by measuring the value of the continuous signal every T seconds, which is called the

sampling interval. Thus, the sampled signal x[n] given by:

x[n] = x(nT), with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...

The sampling frequency or sampling rate fs is defined as the number of samples obtained in one

second, or fs = 1/T. The sampling rate is measured in hertz or in samples per second.

We can now ask: under what circumstances is it possible to reconstruct the original signal

completely and exactly (perfect reconstruction)? A partial answer is provided by the

NyquistShannon sampling theorem, which provides a sufficient (but not always necessary)

condition under which perfect reconstruction is possible. The sampling theorem guarantees that

bandlimited signals (i.e., signals which have a maximum frequency) can be reconstructed

perfectly from their sampled version, if the sampling rate is more than twice the maximum

frequency. Reconstruction in this case can be achieved using the WhittakerShannon

interpolation formula. The frequency equal to one-half of the sampling rate is therefore a bound
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on the highest frequency that can be unambiguously represented by the sampled signal.

This frequency (half the sampling rate) is called the Nyquist frequency of the sampling system.

Frequencies above the Nyquist frequency fN can be observed in the sampled signal, but their

frequency is ambiguous. That is, a frequency component with frequency f cannot be

distinguished from other components with frequencies NfN + f and NfN f for nonzero integers

N. This ambiguity is called aliasing. To handle this problem as gracefully as possible, most

analog signals are filtered with an anti-aliasing filter (usually a low-pass filter with cutoff near

the Nyquist frequency) before conversion to the sampled discrete representation.

2. The sampling process

The theorem describes two processes in signal processing: a sampling process, in which a

continuous time signal is converted to a discrete time signal, and a reconstruction process, in

which the original continuous signal is recovered from the discrete time signal. The continuous

signal varies over time (or space in a digitized image, or another independent variable in some

other application) and the sampling process is performed by measuring the continuous signal's

value every T units of time (or space), which is called the sampling interval. In practice, for

signals that are a function of time, the sampling interval is typically quite small, on the order of

milliseconds, microseconds, or less. This results in a sequence of numbers, called samples, to

represent the original signal. Each sample value is associated with the instant in time when it

was measured. The reciprocal of the sampling interval (1/T) is the sampling frequency denoted

fs, which is measured in samples per unit of time. If T is expressed in seconds, then fs is

expressed in Hz.

Reconstruction of the original signal is an interpolation process that mathematically defines a

continuous-time signal x(t) from the discrete samples x[n] and at times in between the sample

instants nT.
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 The procedure: Each sample value is multiplied by the sinc function scaled so that the

zero-crossings of the sinc function occur at the sampling instants and that the sinc

function's central point is shifted to the time of that sample, nT. All of these shifted and

scaled functions are then added together to recover the original signal. The scaled and

time-shifted sinc functions are continuous making the sum of these also continuous, so

the result of this operation is a continuous signal. This procedure is represented by the

WhittakerShannon interpolation formula.

 The condition: The signal obtained from this reconstruction process can have no

frequencies higher than one-half the sampling frequency. According to the theorem, the

reconstructed signal will match the original signal provided that the original signal

contains no frequencies at or above this limit. This condition is called the Nyquist

criterion, or sometimes the Raabe condition.

If the original signal contains a frequency component equal to one-half the sampling rate, the

condition is not satisfied. The resulting reconstructed signal may have a component at that

frequency, but the amplitude and phase of that component generally will not match the original

component.

This reconstruction or interpolation using sinc functions is not the only interpolation scheme.

Indeed, it is impossible in practice because it requires summing an infinite number of terms.

However, it is the interpolation method that in theory exactly reconstructs any given bandlimited

x(t) with any bandlimit B < 1/2T); any other method that does so is formally equivalent to it.

3. Practical considerations

A few consequences can be drawn from the theorem:

 If the highest frequency B in the original signal is known, the theorem gives the lower

bound on the sampling frequency for which perfect reconstruction can be assured. This

lower bound to the sampling frequency, 2B, is called the Nyquist rate.
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 If instead the sampling frequency is known, the theorem gives us an upper bound for

frequency components, B<fs/2, of the signal to allow for perfect reconstruction. This

upper bound is the Nyquist frequency, denoted fN.

 Both of these cases imply that the signal to be sampled must be bandlimited; that is, any

component of this signal which has a frequency above a certain bound should be zero, or

at least sufficiently close to zero to allow us to neglect its influence on the resulting

reconstruction. In the first case, the condition of bandlimitation of the sampled signal can

be accomplished by assuming a model of the signal which can be analysed in terms of

the frequency components it contains; for example, sounds that are made by a speaking

human normally contain very small frequency components at or above 10 kHz and it is

then sufficient to sample such an audio signal with a sampling frequency of at least 20

kHz. For the second case, we have to assure that the sampled signal is bandlimited such

that frequency components at or above half of the sampling frequency can be neglected.

This is usually accomplished by means of a suitable low-pass filter; for example, if it is

desired to sample speech waveforms at 8 kHz, the signals should first be lowpass filtered

to below 4 kHz.

 In practice, neither of the two statements of the sampling theorem described above can

be completely satisfied, and neither can the reconstruction formula be precisely

implemented. The reconstruction process that involves scaled and delayed sinc functions

can be described as ideal. It cannot be realized in practice since it implies that each

sample contributes to the reconstructed signal at almost all time points, requiring

summing an infinite number of terms. Instead, some type of approximation of the sinc

functions, finite in length, has to be used. The error that corresponds to the sinc-function

approximation is referred to as interpolation error. Practical digital-to-analog converters

produce neither scaled and delayed sinc functions nor ideal impulses (that if ideally low-

pass filtered would yield the original signal), but a sequence of scaled and delayed

rectangular pulses. This practical piecewise-constant output can be modeled as a zero-

order hold filter driven by the sequence of scaled and delayed dirac impulses referred to

in the mathematical basis section below. A shaping filter is sometimes used after the
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DAC with zero-order hold to make a better overall approximation.

 Furthermore, in practice, a signal can never be perfectly bandlimited, since ideal "brick-

wall" filters cannot be realized. All practical filters can only attenuate frequencies

outside a certain range, not remove them entirely. In addition to this, a "time-limited"

signal can never be bandlimited. This means that even if an ideal reconstruction could be

made, the reconstructed signal would not be exactly the original signal. The error that

corresponds to the failure of bandlimitation is referred to as aliasing.

 The sampling theorem does not say what happens when the conditions and procedures

are not exactly met, but its proof suggests an analytical framework in which the non-

ideality can be studied. A designer of a system that deals with sampling and

reconstruction processes needs a thorough understanding of the signal to be sampled, in

particular its frequency content, the sampling frequency, how the signal is reconstructed

in terms of interpolation, and the requirement for the total reconstruction error, including

aliasing and interpolation error. These properties and parameters may need to be

carefully tuned in order to obtain a useful system.

4. Quantization

In digital signal processing, quantization is the process of approximating a continuous range of

values (or a very large set of possible discrete values) by a relatively small set of discrete

symbols or integer values. More specifically, a signal can be multi-dimensional and quantization

need not be applied to all dimensions. Discrete signals (a common mathematical model) need

not be quantized, which can be a point of confusion.

A common use of quantization is in the conversion of a discrete signal (a sampled continuous

signal) into a digital signal by quantizing. Both of these steps (sampling and quantizing) are

performed in analog-to-digital converters with the quantization level specified in bits. A specific
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example would be compact disc (CD) audio which is sampled at 44,100 Hz and quantized with

16 bits (2 bytes) which can be one of 65,536 (i.e. 216) possible values per sample. In

electronics, adaptive quantization is a quantization process that varies the step size based on the

changes of the input signal, as a means of efficient compression.Two approaches commonly

used are forward adaptive quantization and backward adaptive quantization.

5. Quantization and Data Compression

Quantization plays a major part in lossy data compression. In many cases, quantization can be

viewed as the fundamental element that distinguishes lossy data compression from lossless data

compression, and the use of quantization is nearly always motivated by the need to reduce the

amount of data needed to represent a signal. In some compression schemes, like MP3 or Vorbis,

compression is also achieved by selectively discarding some data, an action that can be analyzed

as a quantization process (e.g., a vector quantization process) or can be considered a different

kind of lossy process.

One example of a lossy compression scheme that uses quantization is JPEG image compression.

During JPEG encoding, the data representing an image (typically 8-bits for each of three color

components per pixel) is processed using a discrete cosine transform and is then quantized and

entropy coded. By reducing the precision of the transformed values using quantization, the

number of bits needed to represent the image can be reduced substantially. For example, images

can often be represented with acceptable quality using JPEG at less than 3 bits per pixel (as

opposed to the typical 24 bits per pixel needed prior to JPEG compression). Even the original

representation using 24 bits per pixel requires quantization for its PCM sampling structure.

In modern compression technology, the entropy of the output of a quantizer matters more than

the number of possible values of its output (the number of values being 2M in the above
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example). In order to determine how many bits are necessary to effect a given precision,

algorithms are used. Suppose, for example, that it is necessary to record six significant digits,

that is to say, millionths. The number of values that can be expressed by N bits is equal to two to

the Nth power. To express six decimal digits, the required number of bits is determined by

rounding (6 / log 2)where log refers to the base ten, or common, logarithmup to the nearest

integer. Since the logarithm of 2, base ten, is approximately 0.30102, the required number of

bits is then given by (6 / 0.30102), or 19.932, rounded up to the nearest integer, viz., 20 bits.

This type of quantizationwhere a set of binary digits, e.g., an arithmetic register in a CPU, are

used to represent a quantityis called Vernier quantization. It is also possible, although rather less

efficient, to rely upon equally spaced quantization levels. This is only practical when a small

range of values is expected to be captured: for example, a set of eight possible values requires

eight equally spaced quantization levelswhich is not unreasonable, although obviously less

efficient than a mere trio of binary digits (bits)but a set of, say, sixty-four possible values,

requiring sixty-four equally spaced quantization levels, can be expressed using only six bits,

which is obviously far more efficient.

6. Components of Discrete-event simulation

In addition to the representation of system state variables and the logic of what happens when

system events occur, discrete event simulations include the following:

6.1. Clock

The simulation must keep track of the current simulation time, in whatever measurement

units are suitable for the system being modeled. In discrete-event simulations, as

opposed to real time simulations, time hops because events are instantaneous the clock

skips to the next event start time as the simulation proceeds.
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6.2. Events List

The simulation maintains at least one list of simulation events. This is sometimes called

the pending event set because it lists events that are pending as a result of previously

simulated event but have yet to be simulated themselves. An event is described by the

time at which it occurs and a type, indicating the code that will be used to simulate that

event. It is common for the event code to be parameterised, in which case, the event

description also contains parameters to the event code.

When events are instantaneous, activities that extend over time are modeled as

sequences of events. Some simulation frameworks allow the time of an event to be

specified as an interval, giving the start time and the end time of each event. Single-

threaded simulation engines based on instantaneous events have just one current event.

In contrast, multi-threaded simulation engines and simulation engines supporting an

interval-based event model may have multiple current events. In both cases, there are

significant problems with synchronization between current events.

The pending event set is typically organized as a priority queue, sorted by event time.

That is, regardless of the order in which events are added to the event set, they are

removed in strictly chronological order. Several general-purpose priority queue

algorithms have proven effective for discrete-event simulation, most notably, the splay

tree. More recent alternatives include skip lists and calendar queues. Typically, events

are scheduled dynamically as the simulation proceeds. For example, in the bank example

noted above, the event CUSTOMER-ARRIVAL at time t would, if the

CUSTOMER_QUEUE was empty and TELLER was idle, include the creation of the

subsequent event CUSTOMER-DEPARTURE to occur at time t+s, where s is a number

generated from the SERVICE-TIME distribution.
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6.3. Random-Number Generators

The simulation needs to generate random variables of various kinds, depending on the

system model. This is accomplished by one or more Pseudorandom number generators.

The use of pseudorandom numbers as opposed to true random numbers is a benefit

should a simulation need a rerun with exactly the same behaviour.

One of the problems with the random number distributions used in discrete-event

simulation is that the steady-state distributions of event times may not be known in

advance. As a result, the initial set of events placed into the pending event set will not

have arrival times representative of the steady-state distribution. This problem is

typically solved by bootstrapping the simulation model. Only a limited effort is made to

assign realistic times to the initial set of pending events. These events, however,

schedule additional events, and with time, the distribution of event times approaches its

steady state. This is called bootstrapping the simulation model. In gathering statistics

from the running model, it is important to either disregard events that occur before the

steady state is reached or to run the simulation for long enough that the bootstrapping

behavior is overwhelmed by steady-state behavior. (This use of the term bootstrapping

can be contrasted with its use in both statistics and computing.)

6.4. Statistics

The simulation typically keeps track of the system's statistics, which quantify the aspects

of interest. In the bank example, it is of interest to track the mean service times.

6.5. Ending Condition

Because events are bootstrapped, theoretically a discrete-event simulation could run

forever. So the simulation designer must decide when the simulation will end. Typical

choices are at time t or after processing n number of events or, more generally, when
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statistical measure X reaches the value x.

7. Analysis Methods

7.1. Simulation for Discrete Event Systems

The simulation algorithm of DEVS models considers two issues: time synchronization

and message propagation. Time synchronization of DEVS is to control all models to

have the identical current time. However, for an efficient execution, the algorithm makes

the current time jump to the most urgent time when an event is scheduled to execute its

internal state transition as well as its output generation. Message propagation is to

transmit a triggering message which can be either an input or output event along the

associated couplings which are defined in a coupled DEVS model. For more detailed

information, the reader can refer to [Zeigler84] [Zeigler87] [ZKP00][Nutaro10].

7.2. Simulation for Continuous State Systems

By introducing quantization, DEVS can simulate behaviors of continuous state systems

which are described by networks of differential algebraic equations. This research has

been initiated by Zeigler in 90's and many properties have been clarified by Prof.

Kofman in 2000's and Dr. Nutaro. In 2006, Prof. Cellier who is the author of Continuous

System Modeling[Cellier91], and Prof. Kofman wrote a text book, Continuous System

Simulation[CK06] in which Chapters 11 and 12 cover how DEVS simulates continuous

state systems.
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7.3. Verification for Discrete Event Systems

As an alternative analysis method against the sampling-based simulation method, an

exhaustive generating approach, generally called ``verification`` has been applied for

analysis of DEVS models. Based-on a finite-vertex reachability graph which is

behaviorally isomorphic to the original DEVS models:

o Dead-lock and live-lock freeness as qualitative properties are decidable with

Schedule-Preserving DEVS (SP-DEVS) and Finite & Deterministic DEVS (FD-

DEVS)

o Min/max processing time bounds as a quantitative property are decidable with

SP-DEVS.

Topic : Digital Filter Structures

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Introduction

 Digital vs. analog filters

 Converting the transfer function to a difference equation
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Definition/Overview:

A Digital Filter: is any electronic filter that works by performing digital mathematical

operations on an intermediate form of a signal.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

In electronics, a digital filter is any electronic filter that works by performing digital

mathematical operations on an intermediate form of a signal. This is in contrast to older analog

filters which work entirely in the analog realm and must rely on physical networks of electronic

components (such as resistors, capacitors, transistors, etc.) to achieve the desired filtering effect.

Digital filters can achieve virtually any filtering effect that can be expressed as a mathematical

function or algorithm. The two primary limitations of digital filters are their speed (the filter

can't operate any faster than the computer at the heart of the filter), and their cost. However as

the cost of integrated circuits has continued to drop over time, digital filters have become

increasingly commonplace and are now an essential element of many everyday objects such as

radios, cellphones, and stereo receivers.

2. Digital vs. analog filters

Digital filters can realize characteristics not practically achievable with analog filters; for

example, creating a 1000 Hz low-pass filter which can achieve near-perfect transmission of a

999 Hz input while entirely blocking a 1001 Hz signal. Practical analog filters cannot

discriminate between such closely spaced signals. Digital filters have the potential to attain
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much better signal-to-noise ratios than analog filters because random analog noise occurs only

during the analog-to-digital conversion (ADC). Multi-stages analog filters have random noise

injected at each stage--causing errors to propagate down the system.

3. Converting the transfer function to a difference equation

In discrete-time systems, the digital filter is often implemented by converting the transfer

function to a linear constant-coefficient difference equation (LCCD) via the Z-transform. The

discrete frequency-domain transfer function is written as the ratio of two polynomials. For

example:

This is expanded:

and divided by the highest order of z:

The coefficients of the denominator, ak, are the 'feed-backward' coefficients and the coefficients

of the numerator are the 'feed-forward' coefficients, bk. The resultant linear difference equation

is:

or, for the example:

This equation shows how to compute the next output sample, y[n], in terms of the past outputs,

y[n − p], the present input, x[n], and the past inputs, x[n − p]. In this form, the filter is amenable
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to numerical simulation via straightforward iteration.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Microcomputer Implementation Of Digital Filters

Finite-Word Length Effects

Topic : Microcomputer Implementation Of Digital Filters

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 The uncertainty principle

 Theoretical basis

 Anti-aliasing

 Sample rate

 Digital filters

Definition/Overview:

Finite Impulse Response: or FIR, filters express each output sample as a weighted sum of the

last N inputs, where N is the order of the filter.
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Key Points:

1. Digital filters

Digital filters are classified into one of two basic forms, according to how they respond to an

unit impulse. Finite impulse response, or FIR, filters express each output sample as a weighted

sum of the last N inputs, where N is the order of the filter. Since they do not use feedback, they

are inherently stable. If the coefficients are symmetrical (the usual case), then such a filter is

linear phase, so it delays signals of all frequencies equally. This is important in many

applications. It is also straightforward to avoid overflow in an FIR filter. The main disadvantage

is that they may require significantly more processing and memory resources than cleverly

designed IIR variants. FIR filters are generally easier to design than IIR filters - the Remez

exchange algorithm is one suitable method for designing quite good filters semi-automatically.

Infinite impulse response, or IIR, filters are the digital counterpart to analog filters.

Such a filter contains internal state, and the output and the next internal state are determined by

a linear combination of the previous inputs and outputs (in other words, they use feedback,

which FIR filters do not). In theory, the impulse response of such a filter never dies out

completely, hence the name IIR, though in practice, this is not true given the finite resolution of

computer arithmetic. IIR filters normally require less computing resources than an FIR filter of

similar performance. However, due to the feedback, high order IIR filters may have problems

with instability, arithmetic overflow, and limit cycles, and require careful design to avoid such

pitfalls. Additionally, since the phase shift is inherently a non-linear function of frequency, the

time delay through such a filter is frequency-dependent, which can be a problem in many

situations. 2nd order IIR filters are often called 'biquads' and a common implementation of

higher order filters is to cascade biquads. A useful reference for computing biquad coefficients

is the RBJ Audio EQ Cookbook.
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2. Sample rate

Unless the sample rate is fixed by some outside constraint, selecting a suitable sample rate is an

important design decision. A high rate will require more in terms of computational resources,

but less in terms of anti-aliasing filters. Interference and beating with other signals in the system

may also be an issue.

3. Anti-aliasing

For any digital filter design, it is crucial to analyze and avoid aliasing effects. Often, this is done

by adding analog anti-aliasing filters at the input and output, thus avoiding any frequency

component above the Nyquist frequency. The complexity (i.e., steepness) of such filters depends

on the required signal to noise ratio and the ratio between the sampling rate and the highest

frequency of the signal.

4. Theoretical basis

Parts of the design problem relate to the fact that certain requirements are described in the

frequency domain while others are expressed in the signal domain and that these may contradict.

For example, it is not possible to obtain a filter which has both an arbitrary impulse response

and arbitrary frequency function. Other effects which refer to relations between the signal and

frequency domain are

 The uncertainty principle between the signal and frequency domains

 The variance extension theorem

 The asymptotic behaviour of one domain versus discontinuities in the other
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5. The uncertainty principle

As stated in the uncertainty principle, the product of the width of the frequency function and the

width of the impulse response cannot be smaller than a specific constant. This implies that if a

specific frequency function is requested, corresponding to a specific frequency width, the

minimum width of the filter in the signal domain is set. Vice versa, if the maximum width of the

response is given, this determines the smallest possible width in the frequency. This is a typical

example of contradicting requirements where the filter design process may try to find a useful

compromise.

6. The variance extension theorem

Let be the variance of the input signal and let be the variance of the filter. The variance of

the filter response, , is then given by

= +

This means that σr > σf and implies that the localization of various features such as pulses or

steps in the filter response is limited by the filter width in the signal domain. If a precise

localization is requested, we need a filter of small width in the signal domain and, via the

uncertainty principle, its width in the frequency domain cannot be arbitrary small.

7. Discontinuities versus asymptotic behavior

Let f(t) be a function and let F(ω) be its Fourier transform. There is a theorem which states that

if the first derivative of F which is discontinuous has order , then f has an asymptotic

decay like t − n − 1.
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Topic : Finite-Word Length Effects

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student would be able to:

 Define Digital Control

 Learn about the Digital Controller Implementation

Definition/Overview:

Digital Control: Digital control is a branch of control theory that uses digital computers to act

as system controllers. Depending on the requirements, a digital control system can take the form

of a microcontroller to an ASIC to a standard desktop computer. Since a digital computer is a

discrete system the Laplace transform is replaced with the Z-transform. Also since a digital

computer has finite precision extra care is needed to ensure the error in coefficients, A/D

conversion, D/A conversion, etc. are not producing undesired or unplanned effects. The

application of digital control can readily be understood in the use of feedback. Since the creation

of the first digital computer in the early 1940s the price of digital computers has dropped

considerably, which has made them key pieces to control systems for several reasons:

 Cheap: under $5 for many microcontrollers

 Flexibility: easy to configure and reconfigure through software

 Static operation: digital computers are much less prone to environmental conditions than

capacitors, inductors, etc.

 Scaling: programs can scale to the limits of the memory or storage space without extra

cost
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 Adaptive: parameters of the program can change with time

Key Points:

1. Digital Controller Implementation

A digital controller is usually cascaded with the plant in a feedback system. The rest of the

system can either be digital or analog. Typically, a digital controller requires:

 A/D conversion to convert analog inputs to machine readable (digital) format

 D/A conversion to convert digital outputs to a form that can be input to a plant (analog)

 A program that relates the outputs to the inputs

1.1. Output Program

o Outputs from the digital controller are functions of current and past input

samples, as well as past output samples - this can be implemented by storing

relevant values of input and output in registers. The output can then be formed by

a weighted sum of these stored values.

The programs can take numerous forms and perform many functions

o A digital filter for low-pass filtering (analog filters are preferred because digital

filters introduce more delay)

o A state space model of a system to act as a state observer

o A telemetry system
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1.2. Stability

Note that although a controller may be stable when implemented as an analog controller,

it could be unstable when implemented as a digital controller, due to a large sampling

interval. Thus the sample rate characterises the transient response and stability of the

compensated system, and must update the values at the controller input often enough so

as to not cause instability. Stability of digital control systems can be checked using a

specific bilinear transform to the Laplace domain, allowing the use of the Routh-Hurwitz

stability criterion. Jury criterion is the appropriate tool to stability analysis for discrete

time systems. This bilinear transform is application specific, and can not be used to

compare system attributes such as transient responses in the s and z domains.

1.3. Design of digital controller in s-domain:

The digital controller can also be designed in the s-domain (continuous). The Tustin

transformation can transform the continuous compensator to the respective digital

compensator. The digital compensator will achieve an output which approaches the

output of its respective analog controller as the sampling interval is decreased.

2. Adaptive Control and its Applications

Adaptive control involves modifying the control law used by a controller to cope with the fact

that the parameters of the system being controlled are slowly time-varying or uncertain. For

example, as an aircraft flies, its mass will slowly decrease as a result of fuel consumption; we

need a control law that adapts itself to such changing conditions. Adaptive control is different

from robust control in the sense that it does not need a priori information about the bounds on

these uncertain or time-varying parameters; robust control guarantees that if the changes are

within given bounds the control law need not be changed, while adaptive control is precisely

concerned with control law changes.

When designing adaptive control systems, special consideration is necessary of convergence and

robustness issues.
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Typical applications of adaptive control are (in general):

 Self-tuning of subsequently fixed linear controllers during the implementation phase for

one operating point;

 Self-tuning of subsequently fixed robust controllers during the implementation phase for

whole range of operating points;

 Self-tuning of fixed controllers on request if the process behaviour changes due to

ageing, drift, wear etc;

 Adaptive control of linear controllers for nonlinear or time-varying processes;

 Adaptive control or self-tuning control of nonlinear controllers for nonlinear processes;

 Adaptive control or self-tuning control of multivariable controllers for multivariable

processes (MIMO systems);

Usually these methods adapt the controllers to both the process statics and dynamics. In special

cases the adaptation can be limited to the static behavior alone, leading to adaptive control based

on characteristic curves for the steady-states or to extremum value control, optimizing the steady

state. Hence, there are several ways to apply adaptive control algorithms.
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